
HOLIDAYS HOME WORK
June-July 2015-16

Class X
ENGLISH:

 English main course book chapter 1, 2
 English workbook chapter 1, 2
 Draw  the web chart  of the drama given in the English literature book
 Do the questions of novel which are given in the class (related to the chapters

done) in the separate notebook.
 Do 1-5 listening exercises from ASL portion of dev jyoti bravia(content available in

cds of bravia)

MATHS:
1. Do Activity:7 8,11,12 from Lab Manual
2. Assignment from Mamta Batra of Ch 1,2,3,8,14

SOCIAL SCIENCE:
1. Revise the syllabus done till date thoroughly
2. Prepare a report on rescue team including the different bandages (with pics) and

do’s and don’ts during disasters.
3. from the mentioned topics make any two projects (to be evaluated in fa’s as per

cce)
(a) nepal ‘s earthquake case study
(b) safer construction practice
( c)  survival skills
(d) sharing responsibilities
(e) alternative communication system during disasters

4. After revising the syllabus complete the map workbook (geography &
history)pages relevant to the syllabus to recapitulate.
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SCIENCE:
PHYSICS

1. Completion of practical file.
2. Extra questions at least 25 from both the chapters.

a) Electricity
b) Magnetic effects of electric current.

3. Revision of all the covered syllabus.

BIO
1. Learn the Question answers of Ch-6 (Life-Processes).
2. Practice all the diagrams of Ch-6 in fair note book.
3. Frame 15 extra questions and 15 M.C.Q’s from Ch-6 and also write their answers in fair
note book.

Chemistry



Complete all the practical’s of SA I In your practical file

Revise the chapters Chemical equations and Acid, Base & Salts.

PUNJABI:



HINDI:

COMPUTER:

1. Create a Website in www.wordpress.com on the Topic “Environment Pollution
“or International Projects ,create minimum 4 Menus/links in it and mail the
website link to your respective teachers

Teacher Name E-Mail ID
Ms Kirandeep Kaur Kirandeep_18march@yahoo.co.in
Ms Harmanpreet Kaur harmans_110@yahoo.com
Mrs Poonam Dogra issh786s@gmail.com
Ms Rashi Sharma Rashi.sharma031@gmail.com

2. Learn and complete Notebook of L-6


